The implications of identifying the first excited vibrational state of static pion and nucleon system to the Roper resonance, for the isovector magnetic moments of nucleons are ~tudied with a refined form of the Pauli and Dancoff strong: coupling theory. A satisfactory result is obtained when we introduce a strong attractive pion-pion interaction through the reduced effective mass of bound pions.
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Kyoto University, Kyoto (Received November 8, 19(8) The implications of identifying the first excited vibrational state of static pion and nucleon system to the Roper resonance, for the isovector magnetic moments of nucleons are ~tudied with a refined form of the Pauli and Dancoff strong: coupling theory. A satisfactory result is obtained when we introduce a strong attractive pion-pion interaction through the reduced effective mass of bound pions.
Tben we computed the ratio of magnetic moments of the neutron and proton for unitary irreducible representations with the Young tableaux (N, 0, 0), where N= 1, 3, Sand 00, of a group SU (4) . It is 0, -2/3, -16/19 and -1. Strong coupling theory and group theoretic argument forN=oo give the same value (-1).
~ 1. Introd1.lction
In a previous paperl) "\ve have shown that the Roper resonance 1'= 1/2 and JP = 1/2+ with resonant mass value 1470 Me V might be explained as the first excited vibrational state, by considering correctly the relevant Hamiltonian of the kinetic energies of bound meson fields for the static pion and nucleon system. With the refined form of the original Pauli and Dancoff scheme 2 ) we study the implications of this new finding for the quantitative estimations of the electromagnetic properties of nucleons, especially, of their magnetic moments.
Following the aforementioned revised procedure we construct in § 3 the wave fUllctions of 'physical nucleons. A typical difference in comparison with a previous paperS) is that we characterize the proton and neutron by 1'3° (the component of the total isotopic spin along the third axis of the space-fixed frame) instead of, by LoS or 1'0 3 (the component of the total angular momentum or total isotopic spin along the third axis of the bodY-fixed frame).
Then we compute ( § § 4 and 5) the expectation values of charge density and magnetic moments. We obtain the results exactly the same as the previous ones. The magnetic moment in the zeroth approximation with respect to nondiagDnal operators (JiC"!.3) and r aC=!' S) turns out to have an isovector part alone, so that.' 
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lJ1a,gnetic 1I10ments of Nucleons in Strong Coupling Meson Theory
and the conditions of y = 0*) and of no vibrational excited state, corresponds to a band of nucleon isobars, (1/2, 1/2), (3/2, 3/2), (5/2, 5/2), ... in ~ termso£ (J, T). We give the str~cture of the Lie algebra which produces such an infinite component representatio~. The underlying group is a noncom pact and noninvariant group [(SU (2) )A29 (SU (2) )T] X T9 as' given by Cook, Goebel and Sakita.
)
In the next section ( § 6) we introduce a simple exponential form for the source function forcompu.ting the numerical. values of isovector magnetic moments. We show that vve can explain the observed.isovector magnetic moments by introducing a strong attractive pion-pion interaction through a modification of the effective mass of bound pions.
In summary we have five experimental data, (1) mass of (3/2, 3/2)+ -resonance (1240 MeV), (2) mass of Roper resonance (1470 Me V), (3) charge radii of nuclebns <ri>~~~to·n=0.62F2 and <rI}>~~~~tro~,~o, (4) charge for~1 factors GEn(q2)~0
and GEP (q2) = (1 +q2/0.71)-2 for the region q2<3 (Ge V / cy and (5) Finally ( § 7) we add a consideration concerning the question raised by Beg,
Lee and Pais. 6 ) They argue that the SU(6) theory predicts (3 = -2/3 independently of the magnitudes of coupling constants of strong interactions while according to the conventional field theory /3 depends on coupling constmi.ts, that is, we should expect that /L(n) =0 and' /L(p) =e/2mp for vanishing coupling constants. To answer partially to this question we compute {3 for those supermultiplets with the Young tableaux (N, 0, 0) where N = 1, 3, 5 and O() and dimensions 4, 20, 56 and 00 of SU(4) generated by fifteen operators to-i, tra and to-ira. We assume 7 ) that total magnetic moments of nucleon isobars are ascribed to intrinsic magnetic moments of fundamental objects (baryonettes)8) which construct, in combination, nucleon isobars and of which baryon number nB= l/N and that the magnetic moment operator is given by M = O@CT= CtnB+ ira)@CT, the same expression as that of baryonettes.
*) Exactly speaking we showedl) only that the states with y=l do not' exist. To guarantee safely that the states with y=O alone are 'picked out, we have to demand that the coupling constant is set to infinity, though the spectrum of nucleon isobars given in this theory is infinite already for finite values of coupling constant. Then at the same time no 'vibrational state is excited and each. element with J = T of an infinite band appears only once.
Erratum: The phrase, "as the' underlying group for the spectrum generating algebra" on 37th. line of p. 559 of reference 1) should be omitted. Also the phrase'" the group for the spectrum generating algebra" on 29th and 30th lines of p. 569 of reference 1) should be read as "the ~pprox . imate symmetry group".
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Lee and Pais. 6 ) They argue that the SU(6) theory predicts (3 = -2/3 independently of the magnitudes of coupling constants of strong interactions while according to the conventional field theory /3 depends on coupling constmi.ts, that is, we should expect that /L(n) =0 and' /L(p) =e/2mp for vanishing coupling constants. To answer partially to this question we compute {3 for those supermultiplets with the Young tableaux (N, 0, 0) where N = 1, 3, 5 and O() and dimensions 4, 20, 56 and 00 of SU(4) generated by fifteen operators to-i, tra and to-ira. We We start from writing down the expression for magnetic moments 111 static . pion and nucleon system: The current density S ex) is, in the approximation of omitting external meson field CPa' (x) and na' (x), given by We start from writing down the expression for magnetic moments 111 static . pion and nucleon system: The current density S ex) is, in the approximation of omitting external meson field CPa' (x) and na' (x), given by Then, we apply the Pauli-Dancoff representation given by , (2 ·10) to the above expreSSIon. We have
Finally we perform two unitary transformations generated by S1 and S2 in accordance with the diagonalization of the interacitonHamiltonian. They are ' given by
and (2 ·13) We omit the nondiagonal terms with respect to operators 6 i (=I=3) , and r a(=f~3) and obtain the magnetic 'moment operators in the zeroth approximation: Then, we apply the Pauli-Dancoff representation given by ,(2 ·10)
to the above expreSSIon. We have
and (2 ·13) We omit the nondiagonal terms with respect to operators 6 i (=I=3) , and r a(=f~3) and obtain the magnetic 'moment operators in the zeroth approximation:
4m p r (2 ·15) N ow that the magnetic moment operators have been gIVen, we go over to eigenvectors of the ground states in the next section.
yVakano § 3. Eigenvectors of ground states
The Hamiltonian with which we work to determine the ground states IS given by l-JO= -~Z;=8~/+ 211 z;: Or2--f(fs01-l-osQd-03fl)s)
,
Here the constant N is deiined by
From this expression' (3 ·1) we see that the operators which commute with each other and also with the Hamiltonian are 03, 
. Eigenvectors of ground states
From this expression' (3 ·1) we see that the operators which commute with each other and also with the Hamiltonian are 03, . (3 ·6) 
Wave function
We identify L 3° with the operator characterizing spin directions and 1'3 0 with the operator specifying the proton and neutron. . (3 ·6) 
We identify L 3° with the operator characterizing spin directions and 1'3 0 with the operator specifying the proton and neutron. Then the eigenfuctions of the ground state (y = 0) of physical nucleons is given by
This new characterization of the proton and neutron by the operator T 3°
necessitates a rederivation of the expression for charge density. We perform it in the next section. § 4.. Charge density
The charge density operator of nucleons is defined by the following expression, contrary to the previous result (Eq. (6 ·1) of reference 3»:
We insert the expressions (2·6) and (2·7) for ~a(X) aild fi:a(x) and the prevIOUS result 
to this equation~ We obtain-
In evaluating the expectation value of this operator for the ground state of nucleons, we note the following results of elementary computations. First we can easily prove that the expectation value of the term containing a factor 
In evaluating the expectation value of this operator for the ground state of nucleons, we note the following results of elementary computations. First we can easily prove that the expectation value of the term containing a factor At this point we discuss the relation between the Fourier transform of the expectation value P (xtlassical of the charge density operator, given by Eqs. (4 ·1) and (4· 6), and the charge form fact;r G E (q2) . The transition probability w of the nucleon from the initial state with momentum . -q/2 to the £nal state with momentum + q/2 due to an interaction with external electromagnetic field A/xt (x) IS given by Acxt(x) =aexp(iq.x), . Acxt(x) =aexp(iq.x), . The structure of the Lie algebra satisfied by these generators IS as follows:
The tensor operators Aia become the ideal of the Lie algebra and further they commute with each ,other. Therefore 'we see that in the Pauli and Dancoff scheme the underlying group is already non-compace 4 ) fo~ finite values of coupling constant, in contrast to the Cook, Goebel and Sakita scheme where the n011-compact group is obtained in the limit. of coupling constant = 00.
This particular property arises from the Pauli and Dancoff prescr~ption given by The structure of the Lie algebra satisfied by these generators IS as follows:
Jl.;Iagnetic Moments of Nucleons in Strong CoujJling
This particular property arises from the Pauli and Dancoff prescr~ption given by So far· the discussion hal;; been limited to the zeroth approximation with respect to nondiagonal operators (fi(OF3) and f a (+3) ' To obtain a better value we must go over to higher approximations. A brief discussion of this point and the evaluation 'of numerical values of magnetic moments will be taken up in the subsequent section for studying the implications of the (3/2, 3/2)+-resonance (1240 MeV) and (1/2, 1/2)+ -resonance (1470 Me V) for absolute values of magnetic moments. § 6. Higher approximations and numerical values
of isovector magnetic moments
In accordance with the fact that the calculations with new state vectors turn out to give the same result for magnetic moments in the zeroth approximation as those given by Pauli and Dancoff, we obtain the same result as those given by Houriee 5 ) for higher approximations also. Therefore we skip the details of the derivation of relevant expressions.
We write down the' perturbation energy JE in the second order with respect to the transformed nondiagonal electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian produced by an external field A(x) = (h/2) (-X2' Xl, 0) and so hi (x) =OiSh as follows: So far· the discussion hal;; been limited to the zeroth approximation with respect to nondiagonal operators (fi(OF3) and f a (+3) ' To obtain a better value we must go over to higher approximations. A brief discussion of this point and the evaluation 'of numerical values of magnetic moments will be taken up in the subsequent section for studying the implications of the (3/2, 3/2)+-resonance (1240 MeV) and (1/2, 1/2)+ -resonance (1470 Me V) for absolute values of magnetic moments. § 6. Higher approximations and numerical values
We write down the' perturbation energy JE in the second order with respect to the transformed nondiagonal electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian produced by an external field A(x) = (h/2) (-X2' Xl, 0) and so hi (x) =OiSh as follows: Further we have made an approximation that En is replaced by its lowest value E' and that states In> span acorn plete set.
Then the contribution to magnetic moment by this perturbation energy is
) are gIven by elementary calculations as follows:
where Eo is the energy of physical nucleons. Then we use a previous result and equate 3J.Vfl,2/ (41 2 f2) to ~\OO Me V (mass of (3/2, 3/2)+ -resonance). We obtain, independently of distribution functions U (r), the following results: Then the contribution to magnetic moment by this perturbation energy is
where Eo is the energy of physical nucleons. Then we use a previous result and equate 3J.Vfl,2/ (41 2 f2) to ~\OO Me V (mass of (3/2, 3/2)+ -resonance). We obtain, independently of distribution functions U (r), the following results:
and' (6·9)
In order to glVe a quantitative value to the expression (6·7) we introduce a simple exponential form for the source function U(r) as follows:
8.cA3
Then the function X(r) for which d",Y(r)jdr and therefore ~a(x) IS normalizable, is given by
We insert these expressions into Eq. (6·7) ,and obtain LlMN)::::: =f?-----?"!E----_e_ ,
where we have used the integration given by (6 ·11)
It is very con~eivable that E' lies at high values beyond the low-lying resonances, though we could not easily estimate it from the Hamiltonian (3 ·1).-Therefore we can expect that LlMS) is small in magnitude. We limit ourselves to the discussion of the isovector magnetic moment in the zeroth approximation. This is given by MsnCSOTl):::::_{_(;5 6 -3I GA )i~~ 2;~ .
(6 ·14)
Here we have used the following integration:- In order to glVe a quantitative value to the expression (6·7) we introduce a simple exponential form for the source function U(r) as follows:
Here we have used the following integration:- (4) . Beg, Lee and Pais have raised a question concerning the relation between the SU (6) -predictions and the point of view of the local Lagrangian. field theory. They say that (3 = -2/3 is a pure number independently of coupling constants of baryon fields with meson' fields. The field theory should predict, however, /1 (n) = 0 and /1 (p) = e/2mp when no strong interaction is applied. The observed value {3 = -0.684 is obtained for existing magnitudes of coupling constants.
To a:n.swer partially to this question we consider, in this section, the dependence of (3 on the dimensions of the irreducible representations of a group SU (4) . The generators of this SU (4) are to'i' tfa and to'ifa.
We limit discussions to the unitary irreducible representations with the *) When we insert the effective mass of bound pions (Keff) into K, a caution must be taken, because we have the K on both sides of-Eq. (6 ·18). Confusion can be easily avoided when we write the original equation of motion as follows:
Then m the final expreSSIOns we msert Keff= K2 (4) . Beg, Lee and Pais have raised a question concerning the relation between the SU (6) -predictions and the point of view of the local Lagrangian. field theory. They say that (3 = -2/3 is a pure number independently of coupling constants of baryon fields with meson' fields. The field theory should predict, however, /1 (n) = 0 and /1 (p) = e/2mp when no strong interaction is applied. The observed value {3 = -0.684 is obtained for existing magnitudes of coupling constants.
Then m the final expreSSIOns we msert Keff= K2 
1J1. Wakano
Young tableaux (N, 0, 0), because the band of nucleon isobars· obtained in § 5 corresponds to the Young tableaux (00, 0, 0) of the non-compact and non-invariance group [(SU (2) )A~9 (SU (2) )T] X T g • Differently from the strong coupling gro'up and in accordance to the conventional quark model of SU(6) theory we suppose that nucleon isobars are made of fundamental objects (baryonettes).. In this paper, however, we do not discuss the meson as representations of SUe 4). Therefor~, the question of whether we can really construct the invariant interaction Hamiltonian corresponding to all dimensions of representations by nucleon isobars, is left open.
As in the quark model of SU (6)-theory we assume that the total magnetic moments of nucleon isobars are ascribed to the intrinsic magnetic moments of individual baryonett which are (charge of baryonett) /2 (mass of baryonett). Further we assume that the magnetic moment operator has the same form M = QQ9G' as does the individual baryonett, where 0= Ts + t y = t rs + t nB, because baryonettes have zero strangeness in the present discussions .
. From the point of view ofSU( 4), magnetic moment operators of the form M = (isoscalar) + (isovector) = alQ9G' + brsQ9G' are all equally acceptable. We demand, however, that al+ brs = t nB + trs = 0, because this expression is valid both in. 4 (Wigner's SUe 4) where nucleons belong to a multiplet 4< and nB = 1) and in 20 (submultiplet of 56 of SU (6) where nucleons belong to a multiplet 20
and nB = 1/3).
For N = 1 we have a multiplet (J, T) = (1/2, 1/2). The charge operator is given by O=t(1+rs). We have {3=0.
For N = 3 we have a multiplet (J, T) = (1/2, 1/2), (3/2, 3/2). The isobars in this multiplet are constructed by three baryonettes, which can be seen from . the equation, 4-X 4 X 4 = (3) + 2 X (2, 1) + (1 3 ). The charge operator is given by Q = t (t + r3). We have the following normalized ,vave function symmetric in three indices:
Here ~~zt: is the non-relativistic Rarita-Schwinger wavefunction (2) )A~9 (SU (2) )T] X T g • Differently from the strong coupling gro'up and in accordance to the conventional quark model of SU(6) theory we suppose that nucleon isobars are made of fundamental objects (baryonettes).. In this paper, however, we do not discuss the meson as representations of SUe 4). Therefor~, the question of whether we can really construct the invariant interaction Hamiltonian corresponding to all dimensions of representations by nucleon isobars, is left open.
Here ~~zt: is the non-relativistic Rarita-Schwinger wavefunction 
The magnetic moments of nucleon isobars arc obtained by , + 3x (3, 22) -+ 8 X (2, 1) + 4 X (13).
(7 ·4)
The charge operator is then given by 0 = t ((1/5) + f3)" We have the following normalized wave function symmetric in five indices:
The wave function Ni.5J6~fP of (J, T) =(5/2,5/2) is given by
Here ~~7f is the non-relativistic Rarita-Schwinger wave function of J = 5/2 and we have used this fact alone in constructing the above wave function. The isotopic wave functions of T = 5/2 are normalized in the following conventional way:
The wave function Ni.~'2};fi) of (J, T) = (3/2, 3/2) IS gIven by Here ~~7f is the non-relativistic Rarita-Schwinger wave function of J = 5/2 and we have used this fact alone in constructing the above wave function. The isotopic wave functions of T = 5/2 are normalized in the following conventional way:
The wave function Ni.~'2};fi) of (J, T) = (3/2, 3/2) IS gIven by 
(7 ·10)
The functions Eab and E a (3 are the Levi-Civita symbols in two dimensions. Since wecaIinot construct the Levi-Civita symbols in higher dimensions, the above expression for NABCDE might be a zinique one. "The magnetic moments of nucleon isobars are given by 5NABCDE (l\![S)E
P NABC])P'
By elementary calculations we have {3 = -16;19.
As the number N and therefore the dimension and so the magni tude of coupling constants of strong interaction increases the isoscalar parts of magnetic moments become small and tend to zero. Thus for an infinite band of nucleon isobars given by (J, T) = (1/2, 1/2), (3/2, 3/2), (5/2, 5/2), "", we have tho same· value as that obtained in the Pauli and Dancoff'scheme of strong coupling theory of pion and nucleon system. In, fact we see from Eq. (2 ·15) that the isoscalar magnetic moment of nucleon sources vanishes "rhen we calculate the expectation value of this operator and' that we are left with the isovector magnetic m'onient alone. Then it is well expected to have (3 
(7 ·10)
P NABC])P'
As the number N and therefore the dimension and so the magni tude of coupling constants of strong interaction increases the isoscalar parts of magnetic moments become small and tend to zero. Thus for an infinite band of nucleon isobars given by (J, T) = (1/2, 1/2), (3/2, 3/2), (5/2, 5/2), "", we have tho same· value as that obtained in the Pauli and Dancoff'scheme of strong coupling theory of pion and nucleon system. In, fact we see from Eq. (2 ·15) that the isoscalar magnetic moment of nucleon sources vanishes "rhen we calculate the expectation value of this operator and' that we are left with the isovector magnetic m'onient alone. Then it is well expected to have (3 == -1 from the Chew and Low static theory.
